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The Intermediates by Haegue Yang show the artist’s engagement with 
traditional straw weaving and its strong connection to society and rituals.

The group Umbra Creatures by Rockhole was created between 2017 and 
2018, largely with works from the sculpture series The Intermediates. In addi-
tion to artificial straw, they contain various objects: Turbine vents, bells, arti-
ficial plants, and plastic twine. A creature is crowned with boards collaged 
on both sides. With its motifs of high-tech flat screens on Chromolux paper 
and holographic vinyl film, electronic products appear as fetishes. 

The creatures elude any unambiguous identity and appear intention-
ally opaque. The different materialities become a conceptual vehicle of a 
hybrid identity. Weaving with straw, palm leaves or banana leaves is firmly 
anchored in and connected to local communities. Despite numerous differ-
ences, they can be found in many regions of the world. Yang’s works refer to 
notions of authentic folk art, and the use of artificial straw frees them from 
a protective conservative approach. Yang proposes ‘a kind of universal syn-
thesis by a mediation that can be generated only within the space between 
individuals.’

The wallpaper Multiple Mourning Room (2012, in collaboration with 
Studio Manuel Raeder) creates a space around the Umbra Creatures by Rockhole. 
The fluidity and opacity of the weightless and non-hierarchical arrangement 
ultimately discloses a diasporic space.
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to test how civilisations share many qualities that mediate different cultural 
parameters. 
  
What is your particular interest in craft and in the way it deals with certain materials?  

Craftsmanship has always been strongly tied to the people and the 
land. Therefore, it has often been a gateway for me to access a new place as an 
outsider. At the same time, I am aware that craftsmanship and the folk tra-
dition could appear territorial and defensive, especially regarding definitions 
of belonging, borders, and identities of people and places. While various cul-
tures have, to a certain degree, fundamental similarities in their basic under-
standing of nature and environments, each region constructs its own individ-
ual identity. The Intermediates engage with the shared aspects of craftsmanship 
across cultures. For example, by using straw—a material with folk implica-
tions, but common across human civilisation—and the methodology of tra-
ditional straw craftwork, I can approach a level of interdisciplinary hybrid 
culture that transcends similarity and difference. Here, a kind of universal 
synthesis is suggested by a mediation that can be generated only within the 
space between individual cultures. For me, it has been an investigatory process 
rather than one that aims at any conclusion, since I am interested in search-
ing for my own non-academic, artistic way to deal with diaspora in our time. 
 
The Intermediates each have titles. What guided the choice of titles?

 Indeed my works rarely remain untitled. I also name each sculpture, 
even if together they would constitute an inseparable installation. Titling 
often provides an opportunity to add an intended narration, actively leaking 
inspiration, suggesting certain interpretations or offering potential conno-
tations to trigger further imaginative thinking. 

Each one starts with the title of the series —The Intermediate—fol-
lowed by the rest of the title, which relates to the character, origin, narrative 
or symbol of the respective sculpture. In parallel, I dig into figuration and 
forms. I often start with simple geometric shapes to conceive a sculpture. 
Weaving gives me a chance to divert from the geometric forms through its 
patterns, ornamentation as well as volume of the material, yet the geome-
tries are often the hidden frame that the woven materials lean on. 

 

The Intermediates combine conceptual art strategies with an interest in material-
ity, industrial production with handicraft techniques and craftsmanship, and figura-
tion with abstraction. When did you start the series?

HAEGUE YANG: The Intermediates as a sculptural series started in 
2014, the year of my unofficial self-initiated sabbatical, in which I was free 
from new projects and arranged to stay mostly in Seoul. There was all of 
a sudden some time to do long-awaited things, like learn straw weaving. I 
visited the Korean Museum of Straw and Life in Seoul to learn about their 
collection and conduct research. Afterward, I got in contact with an arti-
san, who taught me and my newly emerging Seoul Studio how to weave 
straw. Little by little, we learned not only how to weave but also how to 
treat the materials, and about related rituals and their origins, such as sea-
sonal celebrations, and shamanic and ancient beliefs. At the end of this learn-
ing period, I accidentally got to know about a product, a fake straw, which 
sparked an idea. In fact, changing the material from organic, original straw 
to the cheaper and more durable plastic, synthetic, and fake straw became 
paradoxically the most crucial decision, since I realised that straw weaving 
could be more than just a sculptural technique. Finding what is behind the 
notion of folk and craftsmanship became a research project and also opened 
my horizons to practices beyond Korean traditions.

Venturing into using fake straw led to the conception of the first 
series of The Intermediates for my solo show Shooting the Elephant 象  
Thinking the Elephant (2015) at Leeum, Samsung Museum of Art in Seoul. 
It consisted of three architectural monuments—an ancient Mayan pyramid; 
a Buddhist world heritage site in Indonesia; and an Islamic mosque in Rus-
sia—and seven figurations, totem-like anthropomorphic sculptures on cast-
ers made primarily from artificial straw, blending folk images from many 
Asian countries and including elements such as a Korean bridal headpiece, 
a bell, a three-coloured hair band, and a gourd. Meanwhile, I use black and 
white plastic twine as well as an increasing amount of objects, like feathers, 
lampshades, fabric samples, miniature architectural models, flower cones, 
jewellery, bridal crowns, and traditional Korean wigs. 

Why is it important to think about and bring these seemingly incommensurable ele-
ments/modes of production together?

I am continually learning how much The Intermediates can accommo-
date both diverse materialities as well as a complex net of hybrid meanings. 
In fact, this sculptural series became an arena in which to bring in inquiries 
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our collaboration is Incubation and Exhaustion (2018) produced for the solo 
show Chronotopic Traverses (2018) at La Panacée-MO.CO. in Montpellier, and 
shown recently at the Istanbul Biennial (2019) in a modified version with 
additional motifs from Istanbul.

Why is it so important to you to create opacity and transitional zones/spaces? Can 
you tell us something about the tools that you use in this context?

 The way I understand the term opacity relies on Édouard Glissant’s 
definition, in which he describes ‘the right to opacity.’ In or within the prem-
ise of The Intermediates, I have an instinctive doubt toward firmly ingrained 
knowledge about one’s own traditions, such as inherent assumptions about 
folk art within respective regions. Alterity might be found in us as well and 
this alterity has its own opacity. Indirectly, the process of developing The 
Intermediates gave me a time frame in which I could study how they can 
inhabit a transitional zone, by escaping original or ‘genuine’ forms and the 
grammar of compartmentalised traditions. 

Another tool that I use relates to the concept of condensation. When 
two air fronts of oppositional temperatures encounter one another with a 
surface in between them, beads materialise on that surface. One might see 
the beads as a kind of compromise between the two fronts, without sacri-
ficing the distinct qualities of either. It serves as an apt metaphor for a tran-
sitional space that allows for differences, yet engenders an unconventional 
bridge.

Comprising many motifs and elements as well as personal and universal references, the 
wallpaper is actually as hybrid as The Intermediates. How do you see the relation 
between the wallpaper and objects in space?

 I will use Multiple Mourning Room (2012)—which refers to the air-
port-designed prayer rooms furnished to accommodate all religious prac-
tices, a response to an increasingly common lifestyle of permanent transi-
ence—as an example. The inverted Hiroshima skyline was a backdrop for 
floating objects, which appear as illusory, flexible phantasms. Volcanic rock 
fertility statues from South Korea’s Jeju Island, furniture sculptures, Shinto 
gravestones, and root carvings all coexist. Organic forms, twisted by man-
made, natural or digital means, appear to be still or move at impossibly high 
speeds. Multiple Mourning Room presents real objects and artworks with 
objects from my artistic research; but by stripping them of gravity, scale, 
weight or depth, the objects in this memory vortex compose a scene of 
distinctive parts, creating an idiosyncratic and anachronistic field that also 
serves as a quasi-archive and diasporic space. Real objects and their photo-
graphic counterparts coexist; shadowy non-representations of actual objects 
appear in surrealistic high definition, projecting an evocative and uncanny 
effect. 

The interplay between sculptural and graphic elements in the wall-
paper installations can be considered a stage and synthesis in my ongoing 
investigation of the dynamic experience of ‘flatness.’ The installations com-
press time, space, and material reality with graphic and physical interven-
tions. 
 
Your collaboration with Manuel Raeder has spanned years. When did you do the 
first wallpaper with him? 

 Field of Teleportation in 2011 was the first. We were working closely 
together to design the catalogue for Wild Against Gravity, produced for two 
concurrent solo exhibitions, The Art and Technique of Folding the Land (2011) at 
the Aspen Art Museum in the US, and Teacher of Dance (2011) at Modern Art 
Oxford in the UK. In fact, the principle of the book design—to arrange vari-
ous motifs (referential artefacts as well as the exhibition views) in a non-hier-
archical way—inspired us to conceive a wallpaper piece. We continued to col-
laborate on Multiple Mourning Room at Greene Naftali in New York (2012), and 
that piece was shown again at ICA, Boston (2013); Leeum, Samsung Museum 
of Art, Seoul (2015); La Biennale de Montréal (2016); the 21st Biennale of 
Sydney (2018); and now Kunsthaus Graz. A further wall paper wallpapers in 
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